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Language Functions:
1- Ali: Hello, ………………... 

Tarek: Actually, I’ve been away all summer.

A. Fine! thanks.

B. Long time no see!  

C. Where are you from?

D. What are you waiting for?

2- Saleh: Sorry, I’m not following you.

Maher: well, ………………………………..

A. Take it easy

B. That’s a piece of cake.

C. Thank you. I’m sure we will

D. Let me explain it once again..

3- Ahmed: Wow! We haven’t seen each other 

for a long time. 

Tarek: …………………...

A. It is something else!

B. Have a nice day.

C. I haven’t got a clue.

D. It is amazing to meet you again! 

4- Omar: Excuse me! What did you say?

Taher: well, ………………………………..

A. Why the long face?

B. That’s a piece of cake.

C. You can go there on foot

D. Thank you. I’m sure we will.



Language Functions:
1- Ali: How can I get to the museum?

Tarek: …………………………………….

A. Fine! thanks.

B. You can get there by bus.

C. Where are you from?

D. What are you waiting for?

2- Saleh: Are there any cultural events at the

moment?

Maher: well, ………………………………..

A. Take it easy

B. That’s a piece of cake.

C. Thank you. I’m sure we will

D. You shouldn’t miss the national day.

3- Ahmed: I’m terribly sorry!

Tarek: …………………...

A. It is something else!

B. Have a nice day.

C. I haven’t got a clue.

D. It doesn’t matter

4- Omar: I didn’t mean to lose your pen.

Taher: ………………………………..

A. Why the long face?

B. That’s a piece of cake.

C. No problem

D. Thank you. I’m sure we will.



Reading



1. What is the text Mainly about?

A. bikes
B. jogging
C. fashion
D. sport shops

(1) My first piece of advice to people who want to start
getting fit is: don’t buy an exercise bike. Typically, people
who buy them use them for a week or so and then forget
about them. Most people will find jogging much easier.
Jogging includes running at a slow regular pace usually
over a long distance as part of an exercise.
(2) In jogging, there is one piece of equipment, however,
that you will have to spend time and money on, and that’s
your running shoes. Remember that you are not looking
for a fashion item, but for something that will support
your feet and protect you from injury. They can be
expensive, but if they are good quality, they will last you a
long time. It’s always best to get expert advice, and the
best place for that is a sports shop.
(3) It’s important that you feel comfortable with whatever
you do. If you do, you’ll start to enjoy it and will probably
keep doing it. If it makes you feel uncomfortable, you’ll
probably stop after a short time and return to your bad
habits. In any case, training too hard is not very effective. I
think that jogging is the easiest way to exercise.



2. Based on the text, which equipment
do you need for this sport?
A. the shoes
B. the helmet
C. the clothes
D. the bike

1. What is the text Mainly about?

A. bikes
B. jogging
C. fashion
D. sport shops

(1) My first piece of advice to people who want to start 
getting fit is: don’t buy an exercise bike. Typically, people 
who buy them use them for a week or so and then forget 
about them. Most people will find jogging much easier. 
Jogging includes running at a slow regular pace usually 
over a long distance as part of an exercise.
(2) In jogging, there is one piece of equipment, however, 
that you will have to spend time and money on, and that’s 
your running shoes. Remember that you are not looking 
for a fashion item, but for something that will support 
your feet and protect you from injury. They can be 
expensive, but if they are good quality, they will last you a 
long time. It’s always best to get expert advice, and the 
best place for that is a sports shop.
(3) It’s important that you feel comfortable with whatever 
you do. If you do, you’ll start to enjoy it and will probably 
keep doing it. If it makes you feel uncomfortable, you’ll 
probably stop after a short time and return to your bad 
habits. In any case, training too hard is not very effective. I 
think that jogging is the easiest way to exercise.



(1) My first piece of advice to people who want to start 
getting fit is: don’t buy an exercise bike. Typically, people 
who buy them use them for a week or so and then forget 
about them. Most people will find jogging much easier. 
Jogging includes running at a slow regular pace usually 
over a long distance as part of an exercise.
(2) In jogging, there is one piece of equipment, however, 
that you will have to spend time and money on, and that’s 
your running shoes. Remember that you are not looking 
for a fashion item, but for something that will support 
your feet and protect you from injury. They can be 
expensive, but if they are good quality, they will last you a 
long time. It’s always best to get expert advice, and the 
best place for that is a sports shop.
(3) It’s important that you feel comfortable with whatever 
you do. If you do, you’ll start to enjoy it and will probably 
keep doing it. If it makes you feel uncomfortable, you’ll 
probably stop after a short time and return to your bad 
habits. In any case, training too hard is not very effective. I 
think that jogging is the easiest way to exercise.

4. Why did the writer advice people not

3. What does the underlined word
“injury” mean?

A. hurt
B. color
C. idea
D. tool

to buy an exercise bike?



5. What happen when you feel
uncomfortable with what you do?

(1) My first piece of advice to people who want to start
getting fit is: don’t buy an exercise bike. Typically, people
who buy them use them for a week or so and then forget
about them. Most people will find jogging much easier.
Jogging includes running at a slow regular pace usually
over a long distance as part of an exercise.
(2) In jogging, there is one piece of equipment, however,
that you will have to spend time and money on, and that’s
your running shoes. Remember that you are not looking
for a fashion item, but for something that will support
your feet and protect you from injury. They can be
expensive, but if they are good quality, they will last you a
long time. It’s always best to get expert advice, and the
best place for that is a sports shop.
(3) It’s important that you feel comfortable with whatever
you do. If you do, you’ll start to enjoy it and will probably
keep doing it. If it makes you feel uncomfortable, you’ll
probably stop after a short time and return to your bad
habits. In any case, training too hard is not very effective. I
think that jogging is the easiest way to exercise.



5. What happen when you feel
uncomfortable with what you do?

(1) My first piece of advice to people who want to start
getting fit is: don’t buy an exercise bike. Typically, people
who buy them use them for a week or so and then forget
about them. Most people will find jogging much easier.
Jogging includes running at a slow regular pace usually
over a long distance as part of an exercise.
(2) In jogging, there is one piece of equipment, however,
that you will have to spend time and money on, and that’s
your running shoes. Remember that you are not looking
for a fashion item, but for something that will support
your feet and protect you from injury. They can be
expensive, but if they are good quality, they will last you a
long time. It’s always best to get expert advice, and the
best place for that is a sports shop.
(3) It’s important that you feel comfortable with whatever
you do. If you do, you’ll start to enjoy it and will probably
keep doing it. If it makes you feel uncomfortable, you’ll
probably stop after a short time and return to your bad
habits. In any case, training too hard is not very effective. I
think that jogging is the easiest way to exercise.

6. What does the writer think about 
jogging?



Vocabulary



Vocabulary M1

Qualities go + …. do + …. play + …..
confident rock climbing aerobics water polo

stubborn surfing gymnastics handball

bossy jogging athletics

kind hiking exercise

easy-going

quick-tempered

selfish

SB 
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Vocabulary M2

Units of 
weight 

Units of 
length

do + …. make + …..

gram centimetre project cake

kilogram / kilo metre research mistake

tonne kilometre experiments noise

favour friends

SB 
P: 21+25



1- My best friend is ……………… person. He doesn’t change his 
mind easily.

A. stubborn

B. confident

C. outgoing

D. easygoing

2- My little brother is……………….person. He is relaxed and happy 
all the time.

A. easy-going

B. outgoing

C. confident

D. quick -tempered

3- The weight of Arabic camels is between 600 kgs and 1.............
A. gram

B. meter

C. kilometer

D. tonne

Read and choose the correct answer:

4- Could you ……………………me a favour?

A. do
B. go
C. play
D. make

5. I …………………..a mistake in my weekly exam.

A. did
B. made
C. went
D. drew

6- My.............................. is to get full mark in English subject

A. goal
B. award
C. birth
D. dream



Fill in the gaps with the suitable word:
distance    destination   goal   tonnes make     do 

1-London is a popular.............................for tourists.

2.You mustn’t................mistakes during the exams.

3-The..................of our school is to win the next competition.

4.

5- The................between Doha and Al Rayan is about 20 kilometers.

 The average weight of giraffes is three............. 



Vocabulary M3

get

revise for 
do well in 

pass
fail

sit (for)
take

SB 
P: 8+13

attend
miss

exam

test

class – lesson - school

exam results – good marks- bad marks



Vocabulary 
M4

look forward to to feel excited about something that is going to happen 

look after to do what is necessary to keep someone/something safe and healthy 

pick up to go somewhere and get someone who is waiting for you

pick up to lift someone/something from a lower place

come round to visit (usually a person’s house) 

come along to go somewhere with someone

take off to leave the ground and start flying

take off to remove something that you are wearing 

Phrasal verb Meaning

SB 
P: 37



Vocabulary M4

SB 
P: 47

surprised
exhausted 
Frightened

disappointed
embarrassed

shocked
amazed

surprising
exhausting 
Frightening

disappointing
embarrassing

shocking
amazing

Adjective + ed Adjective + ing

To describe 
the feeling

to describe 
the experience



1- Ali  ……………… his class yesterday because he was sick.

A. revised

B. failed

C. passed

D. missed

2- My little brother ………………. bad marks in the exam.
A. failed

B. passed

C. got

D. revised

3- ………………. your clothes before swimming.

A. Pick up

B. Take off

C. Look after

D. Come along

Read and choose the correct answer:

4- My friend was in Doha and …………………. .
A. picked up

B. took off

C. came round

D. Came along

5. I feel ………………….. today. I did a lot of homework.

A. exhausted
B. exhausting

6- The match was .............................. .

A. interested
B. interesting



Fill in the gaps with the suitable word:
revise   look after  shocked

1- The woman was ……………………………….. When she saw the accident.

2-

3-I always …….........….. my uncle’s kid when he is busy.

I don’t want to go out today. I will.............. for the exams.



Grammar



Present Tense

Present simple

he / she / it +

usually / always / 
sometimes/ often / 

every

verb + s/es

I

+
we/ they/ you

verb ( inf)

Present Progressive

he / she / it +

now/ 
at the moment / 

these days 

is

I +
we/ they/ you +

am

are

+ v+ing



Read the following

1. John ____________________ his friend at the moment.

Which of the following best fills the gaps?

visits

visit visited

B

A C

is visitingD



Read the following

2. John always __________________ his friend on Mondays.

Which of the following best fills the gaps?

visits

visit visited

B

A C

is visitingD



Read the following

3. Barbara usually _______________ dinner after work.

Which of the following best fills the gaps?

cooks

cook cooked

B

A C

is cookingD



Read the following

4. Tom __________ dinner for himself now.

Which of the following best fills the gaps?

cooks

cook cooked

B

A C

is cookingD



Past Tense

past simple

he / she / it

Yesterday / last …
ago / in 2015

V2
(V+ed)

I +
we/ they/ you

past Progressive

he / she / it +

Yesterday at …
While / when

was

I +
we/ they/ you +

was

were

+ v+ing



while +
was

were v+ing

past simple

V2 (V+ed)

when
was

were v+ing
past simple

V2 (V+ed)

While I was playing, my Dad arrived. 

When my Dad arrived, I was playing. 



Read the following

1. He _______________ to see his grandmother yesterday.

Which of the following best fills the gaps?

goes

go went

B

A C

was goingD



Read the following

3. I ____________________ a horror movie last night.

Which of the following best fills the gaps?

am watching

watch watched

B

A C

was watchingD



Read the following

4. I ____________ when someone stole my lunchbox .

Which of the following best fills the gaps?

am playing

play played

B

A C

was playingD



Read the following

2. While we ______________ , we saw a horrible accident.

Which of the following best fills the gaps?

is driving 

drive drives

B

A C

were drivingD



Do as shown in brackets.

1- I was eating. My father called.    ( Use: when )

2- Ali was reading. Basem arrived.    ( Use: while )

3- Ali called. Basem was eating.    ( Use: as )

I was ea……………….............................................................….

I was ea……………….............................................................….

I was ea……………….............................................................….



Relative pronouns

who +

which

where +

+

people

things, animals, ideas

place

whose Used for possession



1- We met our friend Ali. He is good at math.  ( Use: who )

2. That is the man.......................car was damaged.
A. where
B. when
C. which
D. whose

3. That is the house ....................... we bought yesterday.
A. who
B. when
C. which
D. whose

I was ea……………….............................................................….



If Conditionals type (1)

If     Present simple+ ,
Future  (will + V1)

Modals  (can, may, might..) + (V1)

Imperative ( V1 )

1. If he ……………………………. (come), I will come with you.

2. If we …………….………….(arrive), we can watch the movie together.

3. If she calls, I ………………….…………….. (tell) you.

4. If they play, I ………………………………… (play).

comes

arrive

will tell

will play



Present Perfect

he / she / it +

since, for, so far, 
just, yet, already, 

just

has + p.p (V+ed)

I

+
we/ they/ you

have + p.p (V+ed)

He has visited us.

We have visited them.



since +

for +

Period of time:
Sunday, yesterday, two o’clock, 2010, 
last week, I was in London

Period of time:
two years, ten years, a week , 6 months, 
a long time, an hour



Do as shown in brackets.
1-    (Correct )

2- He ……………………. (move) to France since 2004.   ( Correct)

3- We …….………………… (finish) three projects so far.    ( Correct)

4- I have played in this team for 3 years.  ( Use: since )

5- I have played in this team since 2019.   ( Use: for )

I .................... (just study) English. 

has moved

have finished

I was ea……………….............................................................….

I was ea……………….............................................................….



Reflexive Pronouns
Pronoun Reflexive Pronoun

I myself 
you yourself 
He himself 
She herself
It Itself

We ourselves
You yourselves

They themselves

1. Salem taught ………..… how to draw.

2. She made the cake by …………………

3. The boys went to school by …….…….

4. We taught ……………… how to read.

himself

herself

themselves

ourselves



Writing
Choose only ONE topic:

Write an informal email to your friend telling him 
your latest news.

Write a story
When – where – with whom – what happened – how did feel?

OR

Writing M3

Writing M4



Write an informal 
email to your 
friend telling him 
your latest news.

Writing M3



Greeting

Opening 
paragraph

Main 
part
Closing 

paragraph

Signature



Writing M4

Write a story
When – where –
with whom –
what happened –
how did feel?



Introduction 

Main Part 

Conclusion

I
We our

we we our
we we

We we

we we
we we

we
I We

We our We
we

we we our
We We

us we
We


